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Special Report
Kevin Roberson would turn 50 this month if not for a car crash that killed him
and his sister over 27 years ago. In his 23 short years, he made a difference
at the University of Vermont on and off the court that reverberates there today.

A short life, long legacy
By Matt Craig
Every college basketball fan in Vermont knows
the name Kevin Roberson. Truth is, there might not be
many college basketball fans in Vermont were it not for
him.
As a point of fact, few student-athletes have ever
been more beloved by their campus community than he
was at UVM in the early 1990s. His accomplishments
on the court showed that greatness was possible there,
athlete ideal and the social responsibility he shouldered
as one of the only African Americans in Burlington, Vt.,
at that time dwarfs them both.
On Oct. 25, 2020, he would have celebrated his
50th birthday, had he not lost his life some 27 years
earlier in a car accident. The tendency with those who
die too young is to canonize their lives, but Roberson’s
legend was recognized even before his sudden death.
still an active player, Roberson’s impact on the univerVermont basketball history.
In order to understand the magnitude of that aca look at the state of Vermont basketball now, after 12
straight 20-win seasons and several NCAA Tournament
appearances, and one might assume a rich tradition of
success. That simply wasn’t the case when Tom Brennan took over as head coach in 1986. The program had
posted three winning seasons in the previous two decades. The bleachers in Patrick Gymnasium remained
mostly empty, even as Burlington locals lined up at 3
a.m. for tickets to the school’s hockey games.
Back then, the basketball program only had nine
scholarships. Road trips often included passenger vans
when buses weren’t in the budget. Brennan begged that
“Vermont Basketball” be printed on their reversible
the lacrosse team in the spring.
And at one point, Brennan remembers his athletic
director seeing him on campus during the summer and
asking what he was doing there. “I said, ‘What do you
mean what am I doing in the summer? I’m trying to
get players!’” Brennan recalls. “He said your contract
is only nine months, you don’t have to come here in the
summer.”

What the program lacked in resources, it made up

saved by the recruiting class of 1988, highlighted not
by Roberson but Kenny White, a classic New York City
workaholic point guard recruited away from a number
of Ivy League programs. Roberson, on the other hand,
was basically unrecruited out of Hutchinson Technical
Central High School, far from a basketball powerhouse
in Buffalo.
son in for a visit. He was 6-foot-3, rail thin, and when
gray.
Roberson nodded his head squeamishly. Brennan
signature smile.
“I liked him, and that was a big thing with me,”
Brennan says now. “So I took a shot on him.”
By the time Roberson enrolled, he had risen to almost 6-7, but he was still a painfully skinny 17-yearold. For the entirety of his freshman year he battled in
senior and the team’s leading scorer. Ice packs became
“He was a bag of bones, always getting banged up
and pushed around,” says White, also 17 years old at
the time. “But right from the beginning, he never had
any fear of anybody.”
starting lineup, along with sophomores Rahim Huland
El and Matt Johnson, a nucleus that would lead the
Catamounts for the better part of three seasons. It’s a
did not have a single transfer or change to the coaching
staff in Roberson’s four years.
They took the lumps and stayed together, quite
literally. Six of the players lived together, including
Roberson and White, and the rest were over hanging
out or going out all the time. Brennan’s coaching style
involved an unbelievable amount of trust by today’s
standards, including road trips where he might hand
out meal money, give the team a time to report and
leave them be. As a result, the team grew into adults to-

Kevin Roberson greeted fans with a disarming smile.

